Project Management
Plan your work and work your plan

Background

A structured and professionally performed project management has become indispensable in today’s world. The complexity and the planning and controlling cost increases continuously.

A variety of standards and valuation models (e.g. PMI, PRINCE 2, DIN 69900 or ASPICE) offers their assistance for the daily project work. INVENSITY faces these standards and models with its own project management process that considers the guidelines and recommendations combined with the experiences of the consultants.

Furthermore project managers not only need the understanding of the project management processes, they also must demonstrate expertise and know-how in technical and soft skills in order to face the daily project challenges successfully.
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Our offer

- **Interim Project Manager**
  We provide experienced project managers on an interim basis to you, giving you a short term solution to bridge resource bottlenecks

- **Project Reporting**
  Together with you we establish automated status reports for enabling efficient project controlling

- **Project Manager Assessment**
  We assist you in the selection of suitable employees for your project positions

- **Project analysis**
  We analyze based on our analysis method (IPM³) your project management and help you in identifying gaps

- **Project Manager Coaching**
  We coach your project managers methodically, technically but also their soft skills to make even better for their tasks

- **Product Development Process**
  We analyze, optimize or develop in close collaboration with you your product development process based on the latest industry specifications

- **Generic Project Management**
  We advise you with focus on a generic project planning approach and develop with you proposals and templates for your project

Our reference

- Consultants of INVENSITY already been active for well-known OEMs and Tier1 suppliers in a variety of projects as interim project manager.

- They were responsible for successful complex product development projects in the fields of software, mechatronics, mechanics but also plastics technology for industries such as automotive, aerospace, mechanical engineering or medical technology.

- INVENSITY consultants were also active in the design of generic product development processes for Tier1 suppliers.
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